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Cornèr Bank launches CornèrTrader: an innovative, online
solution for all Swiss investors
Cornèr Bank has leveraged on the best of its knowledge, built from its
tradition in Private Banking and extensive experience in servicing the
Swiss Investors, to launch a new online trading solution: CornèrTrader. It
will provide all Swiss investors with an innovative online platform for
investments in world financial markets, together with personalized
assistance provided by its experienced Account Executives.

CornèrTrader is a portal to all the major financial markets worldwide, offering
more than 20’000 financial instruments. The platform gives access to FX Spot,
FX Forwards and FX Options trading for multiple crosses, majors and exotic,
allowing the online investor to trade on 160 FX pairs. All the major Futures
Contracts are available, from Asian, European and American Exchanges.
CornèrTrader also offers Stock Trading from 23 different exchanges and, for the
more experienced investor, CFDs (Contracts for Differences), which allow to
invest with leveraged gears in the stock and commodities markets.
CornèrTrader tools allow to trade and manage positions at any time and from any
location, also having access to real-time account information and streaming prices.
Furthermore, CornèrTrader provides a variety of features that empower investors
to make more effective trading decisions and better understand and evaluate their
investment potential.
The modern Swiss Investor and Trader increasingly demand transparency,
mobility, performance and also personal service when executing trades in world
financial markets. CornèrTrader meets these demands through its state-of-the-art
technical tools and features.
The CornèrTrader platform can be installed on PC or accessed through browser
based applications, by iPhone, Android and Blackberry.

Headquartered in Zürich, the CornèrTrader dedicated team is available to discuss
financial markets Monday to Friday, from 8.00 to 22.15.
For further information: www.cornertrader.ch
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